CITY OF HOOD RIVER

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
211 2nd Street, Hood River, OR 97031 Phone: 541-387-5210
Planning Commission
Public Hearing
Monday, May 7, 2018
5:30 p.m.
I.

Hood River City Hall
Council Chambers
211 2nd Street

CITY OF HOOD RIVER PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA
Call to Order: Vice Chair Babitz

II. Planning Director’s Update
III. Public Hearing
A. FILE NO.: 2017-38 – Westcliff Lodge – continuation of hearing from April 2, 2018 hearing
PROPOSAL: Modify an existing Conditional Use Permit for the Westcliff Lodge to add 65 motel units
(net increase, with a total of 122 rooms at build out) and a banquet facility. Construction is proposed
to be phased over a five-year period. Existing motel buildings, other residential buildings and the
White Buffalo Wine Bar are proposed to be demolished and replaced with new buildings. The first
phase includes the 18-room Courtyard West motel building and an associated parking area, as well as
installation of utilities and construction of associated site improvements.
APPLICANT: Klein & Associates Architecture & Engineering, Inc. c/o Jeff Dellis
OWNER: Vagabond Lodge, Inc. c/o Grant Polson
LOCATION: 4040 and 4070 Westcliff Drive. Legal Description: 3N10E27C Tax Lot 100.
ZONING: The property is zoned General Commercial (C-2) and located in the Interchange Area
Management Plan (IAMP) Overlay for I-84 Exit 62.
B. FILE NO.: 2018-05 and 2018-06 Amendments to the Hood River Municipal Code - continuation from
the April 16th, 2018 hearing (Accessory Dwelling Unit emphasis)
PROPOSAL: Amendments to the Hood River Municipal Code (HRMC) as follows: 1). Amend the
Subdivision Ordinance Chapter 16.08.010 to include the approval process for Expedited Land
Divisions pursuant to 197.360 of the Oregon Revised Statues, 2). Amend HRMC Chapter 17.01.060
Definitions for Dwelling Unit, Kitchen, Lawfully Established Unit of Land, Multifamily Dwelling, NonTransient Rental, and Transient Rental, 3). Amend Chapter 17.03.040 0(G) Parking Regulations Office
Residential Zone (C-1), Chapter 17.03.050 (H) Parking Regulations General Commercial Zone (C-2),
Chapter 17.03.060 (G) Parking Regulations Light Industrial Zone (LI) to eliminate parking exemptions.
4). Amend Chapter 17.04.040 General Exceptions to Building Height, to allow and limit parapet and
mechanical screen heights as permitted exemptions; 5). Amend Chapter 17.04.070 General
Exceptions to Lot Area Requirements Limitations to allow legally established lots to be used for
permitted uses, 6). Amend Chapter 17.04.120 Maximum Lot Coverage to clarify reductions in area
calculations for pervious surfaces and rear and side loaded garages; 7). Amend Chapter 17.16.10 Site
Plan Review and Applicability to include subdivisions and exclude minor site modifications and single
lot partitions for townhomes, 8). Amend Chapter 17.23 Accessory Dwelling Units to eliminate
principal occupancy requirement, and 9). Amend Chapter 17.24 In Lieu Parking Fee to create a single
calculation to determine required parking.
APPLICANT: City of Hood River
IV. Minutes: Planning Commission Minutes for April 2, 2018
V. Adjourn

ZONING CODE REVISIONS ADU
Update Prepared for the May 7th, 2018 Planning Commission Hearing

APRIL 30, 2018
DUSTIN NILSEN, AICP, HOOD RIVER PLANNING
211 2nd Street Hood River, OR 97031

Date:

April 30th, 2018

To:

Members of the Hood River Planning Commission

From: Dustin Nilsen, AICP; Director of Planning
Re:

Update to Accessory Dwelling Unit Points

At the conclusion of the April 16th, 2018 Planning Commission hearing, staff was directed to further
develop two aspects of the proposed ADU regulations. The first was the expansion of code language
that would make explicit the method of area calculations for Accessory Dwelling Units and the second
was to develop a possible off-street parking standard that would allow for a reduction based upon the
availability of on street parking.
The following includes the Bend ADU code as a basis for the off-street parking reduction.
From the Bend Municipal Code
3.6.200 Residential Uses. Revised 3/18
6. Parking. One parking space must be provided on site for the ADU in addition to the parking required
for the primary dwelling unit [2 for reference…]. Required parking spaces for the ADU and primary
dwelling unit may be provided in tandem on a driveway.
3.3.300 Vehicle Parking Standards for On-Site Requirements. Revised 5/17 Revised 3/18
B. Credit for On-Street Parking.
1. The amount of off-street parking required may be reduced by one off-street parking space for every
on-street parking space abutting the development, up to 50 percent of the requirement, except as
specified in subsections (B)(1)(a) and (b) of this section.
a. Uses within the CB Zone shall not receive credit for on-street parking but have the option to pay a fee
in lieu of providing off-street parking per BDC 3.3.200.
b. For uses within the MU and MN Zones and in the Bend Central District, the amount of off-street
parking required may be reduced by one off-street parking space for every on-street parking space
abutting the development, up to 100 percent of the requirement.
2. On-street parking shall follow the established or approved configuration of existing on-street
parking, except that angled parking may be allowed for some streets, where permitted by City, ODOT
and/or County standards. One on-street parking space shall be defined as follows:
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a. Parallel parking, each 24 feet of uninterrupted curb, where allowed;
b. Forty-five-degree diagonal, each with 14 feet of curb, where allowed;
c. Ninety-degree (perpendicular) parking, each with 12 feet of curb, where allowed;
d. Curb space must be connected to the lot that contains the use;
e. Parking spaces will not obstruct a required clear vision area or violate any law; and
f. On-street parking spaces credited for a specific use may not be used exclusively by that use but shall
be available for general public use at all times. No signs or action limiting general public use of on-street
spaces is permitted.
Staff interviewed three members of the Bend Planning staff who explained the methods used in the
calculation. The allowance is not an administrative decision, provides for no notice and is issued by right
as permit. It has not been applied to a non-conforming circumstance, where the principal structure
does not have the two required spaces.
ADU Size Area Calculations
The method of ADU measurement was also discussed by the Planning Commission. Given that many
ADU’s are entitled through the Planning Department prior to the development of building plans, that
interior changes may occur without planning approval, the ease and transparency of administration, and
because the methodology is the only one commonly referred to in the code (associated with floor area),
staff recommends that Gross Floor Area be used for area calculations.
The definition of gross floor area is a critical element of calculating floor area ratio (FAR) and, as noted in
some definitions, for calculating parking and shared parking requirements. Most ordinances define floor
area as the gross floor area of the entire building measured between the exterior walls, with specified
exceptions. Usually, measurement of the gross floor area includes stairwells and elevator shafts.
Ordinances differ, however, in their treatment of basements, porches, attics, exterior balconies,
penthouses, and parking structures.
A suggested definition of Gross Floor Area is included below. The Hood River definition is built from
other adopted definitions including Blacksburg, Virginia, Scottsdale, Arizona, Jacksonville, North
Caroline, Maynard, Massachusetts, Wood River, Illinois, and Hot Springs, Arkansas
Gross Floor Area: The total area of a building measured by taking the exterior wall dimensions of the
building at each floor level intended for occupancy or storage, or in the case of a common wall
separating two buildings, from the centerline of such common wall. Gross floor area shall exclude attics
less than 6 feet in height and not constructed as occupiable spaces, uncovered decks and patios under
18 inches, driveways, and existing parking areas up to 400 square feet .
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CHAPTER 17.23 ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS (ADU)
Legislative History: Ord. 1912 (2006); Ord 2026 (2016)
17.23.010 General Requirements
A. An ADU may be created within, or detached from, any single-family dwelling, whether existing or
new, as a subordinate use, where permitted by this chapter in the R-1, R-2, R-3, C-1 and C-2 Zones.
B. Only one ADU may be created per parcel or ownership accessory to a single-family dwelling (no
townhouse or duplex).
C. An application for an ADU shall be processed as a ministerial decision.
D. Only the property owner, which includes title holders and contract purchasers, may apply for an
ADU. The property owner need not occupy the primary or accessory dwelling as the principal
residence. must occupy the primary dwelling or the ADU as their principal residence for at least six
months out of the year (case by case basis for exceptions). A primary residence shall be the residence
where the owner is registered to vote, used as the primary residence for tax purposes or other proof
that the residence is primary. The owner shall sign an affidavit before a notary affirming that the
owner occupies either the main dwelling or the ADU and shall show proof of a 12-month lease for the
ADU occupant.
E. The ADU occupant shall provide proof that at least one occupant is locally employed (Gorge – Hood
River, Wasco, Skamania, and Klickitat counties), a relative or on a local assistance program for the
rent.
F. One off-street parking space shall be provided in addition to the off-street parking that is required
for the primary dwelling pursuant to this Title. If the existing dwelling does not currently have the two
required spaces, only the one for the ADU will be required. In no case shall the residential parking
requirement be diminished to provide the ADU parking. In lieu of the above provision, applicants may
seek relief from this requirement through an administrative land use application and notice to
adjacent property owners that follows HRMC 17.09, where it is demonstrated through finding of fact
that on street parking is available to satisfy the ADU space requirement.
G. ADU’s shall contain 800 square feet or less. (Calculated as followed)
H. All other applicable standards including, but not limited to, setbacks must be met.
I. Upon sale of the property, a new owner shall be required to reregister the ADU, paying a
reauthorization fee set by resolution of City Council.
I. J. If a garage or detached building does not currently meet setbacks, it may not be converted to an
ADU.
J. K. All applicable standards in the City’s building, plumbing, electrical, fire and other applicable codes
for dwelling units must be met.
K. L. The owner of the property shall accept full responsibility for sewer and water bills.
L. M. An ADU may not be used as a transient rental, hosted homeshare, or vacation home rental.
3

N. The application and permit fee for an ADU shall be 1% of the building permit fee plus an amount to
be set by resolution of the City Council.
O. Beginning January 1st of each year the City will undertake an annual review of ADU permits to
ensure compliance.
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City of Hood River
Planning Commission
Public Hearing
April 2, 2018

Hood River City Hall
City Council Chambers
211 2nd Street
5:30 p.m.
MINUTES

I. CALL TO ORDER: Vice Chair Arthur Babitz at 5:43pm
PRESENT: Vice Chair Arthur Babitz, Commissioners Casey Weeks, Sue Powers, and Mark
Frost
ABSENT:

Commissioners Tina Lassen and Bill Irving

STAFF:

Senior Planner Kevin Liburdy, Associate Planner Jennifer Kaden, and Planning
Department Administrative Assistant Bobbie Van Tassel

II. PLANNING DIRECTOR’S UPDATE:
Senior Planner Kevin Liburdy noted that Planning Director Dustin Nilsen is out of town. The
next hearings will be on April 16th.

III. PUBLIC HEARINGS:
A. File No.: 2017-38 – Westcliff Lodge
Vice Chair Babitz opened the hearing, read the procedural script and asked the
commissioners to disclose any ex-parte contact, bias, or conflict of interest.
Sue Powers disclosed that she visited the site noting the amount of green space and age of
buildings.
Arthur Babitz explained he knows the applicant and architect but has not discussed the
project with them in any way.
No other ex-parte contact, bias, or conflict of interest was declared by any commissioner.
Babitz asked if any audience members would like to question any commissioner on any
disclosure, bias, ex-parte contact, or conflict of interest, or otherwise challenge any
commissioner. There were none.
Babitz asked if any commissioner would like to make a motion to disqualify any other
commissioner. There were none.
STAFF REPORT:
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Senior Planner Kevin Liburdy presented a staff report on File 2017-38. The proposal is to
modify an existing Conditional Use Permit for the Westcliff Lodge to add 65 motel units, - a
net increase with a total of 122 rooms at build out - , and a banquet facility. Construction is
proposed to be phased over a five-year period. Existing motel buildings, other residential
buildings and the White Buffalo Wine Bar are proposed to be demolished and replaced with
new buildings. The first phase includes the 18-room Courtyard West motel building and an
associated parking area, as well as installation of utilities and construction of associated site
improvements.
Liburdy explained the site location, zoning and applicable criteria. Two significant issues
include the adequacy of sanitary sewer and transportation facilities to meet the demands of
the proposed motel expansion. Conditions of approval are recommended to address these
issues including: payment of a proportionate share of public sanitary sewer facilities
consistent with the requirements of the City Engineer; completion of improvements along
the site’s Westcliff Drive frontage including widening one driveway and removing another;
as well as revisions to the applicant’s Traffic Impact Study, and payment of proportionate
shares for construction of off-site intersection improvements where found to be necessary
including at Cascade Avenue/Rand Road, and possibly other intersections on Cascade
Avenue including at Mt. Adams Avenue.
Staff recommends approval of the application based on the findings and conditions of
approval drafted in the March 26 staff report. However, condition number one needs to be
revised to reflect the current application including the master plan for a total of 65
additional rooms, 122 rooms at build out, a banquet facility, the 18-room Courtyard West
building and associated parking area, and associated site improvements.
Commissioner Casey Weeks asked why the transportation study triggered intersection
improvements.
Liburdy explained that there is a failing intersection at Rand and Cascade, and the city
adopted a proportionate share study to have developments contribute to a signalization
project there. Contribution depends on proximity. The subject property is located within
the area affected by the proportionate share study. The applicant’s traffic study should be
updated to verify the number of trips the development is expected to generate through
that intersection as well as a couple of other intersections.
Babitz asked which aspects of the application will be happening first and which parts will be
happening later and subject to further process.
Liburdy responded a condition was drafted to require the applicant to provide a clearer
explanation of the phasing and timing of improvements. The current application includes
the 18-unit Courtyard West building and 21 parking spaces, a water line and a driveway
along the western boundary in the first phase. Liburdy mentioned the condition requires
the city engineering department concurs with timing to ensure adequate public facilities are
provided with each phase.
Commissioner Sue Powers asked if all phases will be approved tonight.
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Liburdy responded yes, with up to 122 units on the site including one new building for 18
units at this time, and that all future phases are recommended to be reviewed at the staff
level rather than calling the commission back for another public hearing.
TESTIMONY:
Grant Polsen of 2912 Talon Avenue in Hood River, OR, explained that, following approval of
the expansion of the Columbia Gorge Hotel, he is now revisiting his project and would like
to add stories to some buildings resulting in 150 or 160 motel units, though a final number
has not been determined. He believes there is enough space on the site to provide
adequate parking. He wants to make sure everyone has what they need to verify the
adequacy of public facilities to serve the project. He understands he needs to update the
traffic study and to work with the City on sewer plans. .
Babitz asked for verification if the draft conditions of approval would interfere with an
increase in the number of units.
Polsen responded that he is familiar with the conditions, comfortable with them, and that
he expects to pay higher proportionate shares based on the increase in rooms. The only
change to the staff report would be regarding the banquet facility, explaining that it will be
used exclusively by guests on site for their events. There is a large outdoor space but no
indoor space at this time, so this would provide flexibility without increasing the size or
impact of events. The first phase of the project would include installing infrastructure to
accommodate the total number of units at build out.
Weeks asked to clarify room number – 38 additional rooms, meaning a net increase of 103
rather than 65?
Polsen confirmed but was unable to give a definite amount of additional rooms.
Powers asked about additional staff with the added rooms as well as the banquet space.
Polsen confirmed he would need to hire additional staff, and stated that banquet room will
service people who are already there. Overflow parking has never been an issue for
weddings or other events. There is enough parking on site for all events to avoid parking on
the street.
Babitz asked Liburdy the process of revealing new information and how to move forward
with process.
Liburdy responded that he is optimistic with subsequent reviews to get the details right.
Liburdy mentioned that utility issues are of the biggest concerns and recommended
proceeding with the hearing, during which he would review the findings and conditions to
verify if there are other issues.
Polsen explained that water will be looped through the site and fire suppression systems
will be improved to ensure guest safety.
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Powers suggested that there should be a cap on the number of proposed rooms that
correlates with the parking plan.
Polsen responded that there is room to add more parking, but maintaining the landscaping
and outdoor space is very important to him.
Commissioner Mark Frost asked about staff parking.
Liburdy responded that the parking requirement for the General Commercial Zone does not
provide a specific ratio of parking for hotels and motels, instead requiring one space per
employee and adequate parking for clientele. The staff report includes findings that if there
was one space per room, 40 would remain for staff exceeding needs for staff. The
commission can help determine if one space per room is adequate plus one space per
employee.
Polsen noted that this would be the same ratio approved for the Columbia Gorge Hotel.
Babitz asked for proponent testimony.
Elizabeth Betts , civil engineer with Klein & Associates, 1411 13th Street Hood River, OR
explained that she is working with the applicant and there are a couple of conditions of
approval to clarify. Regarding condition 16, Betts explained water is provided by Ice
Fountain Water District and a separate tap should not be required for irrigation. Condition
19 addresses stormwater management and there appears to be a typo. Also, recognizing
the fractured basalt will not clog maybe the condition can be changed to require working
with the City Engineering Department rather than specifying hard numbers in “b” and “c”.
Betts explained that increasing the number of rooms would not change the footprints of the
structures so there would be no increase in hard surfacing.
Liburdy noted that hard surfacing may increase if additional parking is needed to serve the
additional rooms.
Babitz asked for neutral or opponent testimony. There was none.
Babitz asked for rebuttal from the applicant. There was none.
Liburdy asked Polsen if he could provide a specific number of rooms or cap on the number
of rooms being proposed.
Polsen was unable to specify the number of proposed rooms.
Liburdy asked if the hearing should be continued.
Polsen explained he was open to coming back to the planning commission with a maximum
number of rooms.
Weeks suggested the applicant do some research to verify a maximum number of rooms.
Babitz asked staff how to proceed.
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Liburdy responded that, if the applicant requests a continuance of the hearing to a date
certain, that would be acceptable. Liburdy suggested May 7thif the hearing were to be
continued.
Polsen requested a continuance of this hearing to May 7 th.
Vice Chair Babitz asked the commissioners if there was any objection to continuing the
hearing to May 7th. There was none. As such the hearing was continued to May 7th at
5:30pm in the council chambers.

Five minute recess at 6:25pm.
Meeting resumed at 6:30pm.

B. File No.: 2018-01 – Willow Ponds Planned Unit Development
Vice Chair Babitz opened the hearing and asked if there were any new audience members
who did not hear the procedural script that was read for the first hearing. One audience
member requested and received a copy of the script.
Babitz asked for disclosures of any ex-parte contact, bias, or conflict of interest.
Commissioner Mark Frost disclosed that he lives in the Willow Ponds PUD, and recused
himself from the hearing.
Arthur Babitz explained he knows the applicants but has not discussed the project with
them in any way.
No other commissioners disclosed any ex-parte contact, bias, or conflict of interest.
Babitz explained the city attorney confirmed that the planning commission needed a
quorum to open the meeting however, following Frost’s recusal, three members were
sufficient to proceed with the hearing and make a decision based on the majority of voting
members.
Babitz asked the audience if they would like to challenge any commissioners on ex-parte
contact, bias, or conflict of interest. There were none.
Babitz asked if any commissioner would like to make a motion to disqualify any other
commissioner. There were none.
STAFF REPORT:
Senior Planner Kevin Liburdy presented a staff report on File No. 2018-01. The proposal is
considered a Major Modification of the preliminary development plan for Phases 4-6 of the
Willow Ponds Planned Unit Development. In 2014 the applicants received approval
including a 34-lot subdivision and that final order, File No. 2014-44, is incorporated into the
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current staff report by reference. The current proposal includes relocating a segment
private street and changes to the layout of lots and common open space areas, as well as to
the location of pedestrian ways and off-street parking areas. The subdivision is now
proposed to be constructed in two phases rather than three.
Liburdy explained the site location, zoning and applicable criteria, and noted that written
testimony was received today via email to be entered into the record as Attachment “G”.
Staff recommends approval of the application based on the draft findings and conditions of
approval in the staff report.
Babitz asked when the property was annexed.
Liburdy stated that this property was annexed into the City in 2013. In 2014, the applicants
submitted a new application for Phases 4-6 that is still valid, and the current proposal is to
amend that decision.
Babitz called a two minute recess to read the submitted testimony that was added to the
record as Attachment “G”.
TESTIMONY:
Applicant Jacquie Brown Barone, PO Box 1570 Hood River, OR addressed the letter that was
added to testimony. Regarding concerns about traffic on Rocky Road, the development has
always had four street access points since the original approval. The pedestrian path
created over time was always going to be a paved access.
Babitz asked staff if Rocky Road was annexed and is a City street.
Liburdy responded yes.
Commissioner Sue Powers asked about Carr Drive.
Liburdy responded that the existing segment of Carr Drive off of Frankton Road is in Hood
River County’s jurisdiction but it is inside the Urban Growth Boundary and eventually is
expected to be a City street. Inside the Willow Ponds PUD, the segment of street being
discussed tonight is private.
Barone explained that staff’s recommendation for construction of the segment of Carr Drive
in the PUD as a part of Phase 4 is problematic because it would require starting over with a
new wetland delineation. As such she proposes to construct that street segment as a part
of Phase 5.
Babitz asked for proponent testimony.
Cindy Thieman of 3920 Blackberry Drive, Hood River, OR asked the applicant if the
pedestrian footpath can be relocated to move foot traffic away from the middle of her
driveway.
Barone responded that the pedestrian path is temporary, but the location will be taken care
of with boulders or other method of directing people.
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Thieman supported the lower impact on wetlands.
Babitz asked for neutral or opponent testimony. There was none.
Babitz asked for applicant’s rebuttal. There was none.
STAFF RECAP:
Liburdy responded to the applicant’s concern about having to revise the wetland
delineation if the segment of Carr Drive in the PUD is required to be constructed in Phase 4
and suggested that, rather than further delaying the project, it was acceptable to construct
it in Phase 5. …
Liburdy suggested striking two sentences from the conclusion section of the staff report
that recommended construction of the segment of Carr Drive in Phase 4.
Babitz closed the record.
DELIBERATIONS:
Commissioners began discussing the application.
Liburdy acknowledged that he should have responded to the written testimony received
from Melanie Thompson during the staff recap. He explained that he did ask the Public
Works Department if they had any concerns with installation of “Emergency Access Only”
signs until the gravel road is improved as a full public street. They did not have concerns if
such signage is necessary to satisfy concerns of neighbors, but they did not recommend
prohibiting access.
Babitz asked if there was any objection to reopening the hearing for an audience member
to ask a question. There was none.
Babitz stopped deliberation and reopened the record for testimony.
TESTIMONY:
Gemma Furno of 610 Nina Lane, Hood River, OR, expressed concerns about limiting access
to the gravel road for emergency access only. She appreciated the concerns that were
expressed and suggested the gravel improvements would discourage use of the road.
However, it would be nice if it were available for some of the equipment needed to build
the next phases of Willow Ponds.
Babitz asked if anyone else has comments on that or any other issue.
Powers asked staff what signs are possible.
Liburdy responded that the request by Melanie Thompson is signage for “emergency access
only.”
Commissioner Weeks asked for clarification of whether it is a public or private street.
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Liburdy responded with clarification of segments that currently are public and private, as
well as timing of anticipated improvements.
Weeks suggested avoiding installation of any signage identifying the street at Rocky Road
until it is improved.
Assistant Planner Jennifer Kaden asked if this section of Blackberry Dr. has signage.
Jacquie, Pasquale, and Brad confirmed there is no signage at the intersection of the gravel
road at Rocky Road.
Babitz closed the record at 6:56pm.
DELIBERATIONS:
Weeks stated that, in response to the written testimony, he does not see traffic becoming
an issue with the lack of signage on Blackberry Drive until it is built out.
Powers suggested it will take no time for the gravel road to be used even if it is not signed.
Babitz stated his opinion about public right-of-way and, whether it is improved or not, the
public has a right of access. In the past he has encouraged the public to use public rights-ofway rather than let people park boats in them or pretend they are private. We are not
encouraging people to use the road but access should not be restricted unless there is a
safety issue.
Liburdy read the condition of approval from the 2014 decision pertaining to access across
Tax Lot 2503.
Babitz stated that he does not feel like the Planning Commission has a right to restrict public
access so he does not favor adding conditions related to that.
Weeks had no other comments.
Powers agreed with Weeks.
Babitz agreed with Weeks and Powers.
MOTION:
Weeks made a motion to approve file 2018-01, with the changes to strike the last paragraph
of the conclusion on page 4 of the staff report, subject to the draft conditions of approval.
Powers seconds motion.
There was no further discussion.
Motion passes unanimously, 3-0.
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III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
March 5, 2018 Minutes
MOTION:
Powers made a motion to approve the minutes from March 5, 2018 as drafted.
Frost seconds motion.
Motion passes unanimously, 4-0.

IV. ADJOURN:
Babitz adjourned the meeting at 7:06pm.

ATTEST:

_________________________________ __

_____________________

Arthur Babitz, Vice Chair

Date

___________________________ _____

_______________________

Kevin Liburdy, Senior Planner

Date (Approved)
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